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RCWA Member Information Sources 

Where do you find information on what is going on at the RCWA range ?  With such a diverse 

facility as the RCWA range, there are often a lot of concurrent activities happening.   These 

RCWA range activities not only includes members using the facilities but RCWA range 

maintenance activities as well.   So one of the challenges for the RCWA Board is finding ways 

to keep the RCWA members informed in a rather dynamic environment.  In the not too distant 

past, most communications to the RCWA members was via either a USPS mailing or 

information posted in the RCWA club house.    USPS mailing became too expensive and the 

expenses were continuing to rise and so has largely been relegated to the annual membership 

renewal process.   Posting stuff in the RCWA clubhouse has never been a reliable nor timely 

method.    

The current primary venue for finding the latest RCWA news and updates is the RCWA web 

site.  The top line on the RCWA web site page has the main areas/topics available.   So check 

these topic areas on a regular basis.  The Range Schedule link is also fairly active for keeping up 

with both regularly scheduled matches and one time special events.  We try to post everything 

that will affect availability of RCWA range facilities.  The RCWA web site can be accessed at 

https://www.rcwa.club/  .   We advise you to get familiar with the web site as a source for the 

latest documentation and news. 

Another RCWA range source of information is the RCWA Members Forum found on Facebook 

for those that might have a Facebook account.   This FB site is restricted to  current RCWA 

members.   This is primarily a discussion forum of RCWA range related topics – sometimes 

range news related and sometimes just reporting/promoting matches and upcoming events.  

It is not a source for RCWA range documentation and procedures. 

Moving to digital information sources will makes the RCWA range information easily available 

at the RCWA range as well.  Access to the web site and FB is available on the RCWA range via 

your cell phone or the range wi-fi network.  The RCWA range wi-fi is now available to the 

RCWA members via the following: 

Network SSID:  RCWAmember2   pw:  rcwarange    (2Mhz) 

Network SSID:  RCWAmember5   pw:  rcwarange    (5Mhz) 

These are currently available in and around the clubhouse area.  They will eventually be 

available across the range facilities.  

Remember:  If you have a range related question, you can send an e-mail to 

rcwarange@gmail.com and we will try to respond in a timely manner. 
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